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In this issue:

As all MoorPudlians start to emerge from our winter
hibernation it is lovely to see the early blooms of spring
emerging from grass verges around the estate (in spite
of the unsightly tyre marks and gouges that have sadly
made a reappearance this winter). As we look ahead to
2016 let me wish you all a very happy and healthy one
and another fantastic year for our community.

Latest News ............................................................ 1

Already this year we have seen a range of community
events which as always bring smiles. Thanks to
everyone who bakes and helps out at the monthly
coffee mornings (last Saturday of every month); to
Margaret O'Hara for hosting the first legendary quiz of
2016 on 6th February, and to Norma Mason and
Maureen Mauser for organising a fabulous and VERY
well attended (over 100 people) Tea Dance on
Valentine's Day.

Heritage Trust ......................................................... 6

If you have a few moments to spare why not help us
spread the Moor Pool love even more by helping out as
a volunteer. There are plenty of ways you can help this
year - from helping our environmental working groups;
helping organise, run and clear up after our many
events; delivering leaflets and/or The Duck; baking;
planting; joining the many Moor Pool clubs, the list
goes on and on. Just send me an e-mail to
salbmoorpool@gmail.com or leave me a note in the
MRA post box in Raj's shop indicating the kind of stuff
you would like to help out with. It won't cost you
anything other than a small amount of your time and in
return you gain fun, friendship and the feel good factor
that you are helping your local community to thrive.
In the next edition of The Duck I would like to reflect
on what Moor Pool can give to the next generation, i.e.
what would you like Moor Pool's children to learn from
the estate as they grow up. Please send me your ideas
or memories to include. And as ever if there is stuff you
would like your Residents' Association to focus on/
bring to our attention this year please let me know.
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Online Safety .......................................................... 4
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____________________________________________

Liz Muir
We are saddened to report the death of Liz Muir on
14th December after a short illness. Liz made an
enormous contribution through her Moorpool in Bloom
initiative and will be missed by all her friends. Her
funeral took place on Friday 8th January.
____________________________________________

New Year - New Editor
After many years sterling service, Paula has stepped
down from editing the Duck and I am sure everyone
would wish to thank her for all the time and work she
put in over the years.
I will be taking up the reigns from this first issue in
2016 and I hope you like the (slightly) newer look.
If you have any suggestions on layout, ideas for content
or articles, or want to promote your club or society or a
local event, then please contact me through
duck@moorpool.com or have a chat at the next coffee
morning.
Andrew Hackett

With my very best wishes,
Sal
(Sally Bourner, Chair of Moor Pool Residents Association)
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Forthcoming Events

Publication Dates

The last Saturday of the month,
Lower Hall, 10:30-12:00

Closing Date

Publication Date

31st March 2016

April

Moor Pool's Got Talent

Saturday, April 16th

31st May 2016

June

Reading Group

Thursday, April 28th

31st July 2016

August/September

Moorpool Players present
‘Talking Heads’ by Alan
Bennett

Wed 18th May - Sat 21st May at
7:30pm plus a matinee on
Saturday 21st May at 1:00pm.

30th September 2016

October

20th November 2016

December

Moor Pool in Bloom Plant Sale

Saturday, May 21st

Fish & Chip Quiz

Saturday, June 18th

Reading Group

Thursday, June 30th

Pimm's Party

Sunday, August 28th

Heritage Festival / 20p's
around the Circle

Sunday, September 11th

Public Talk (details tbc)

Wednesday, October 26th

Fish & Chip Quiz

Saturday, November 12th

Christmas Grotto

Sunday, December 11th

Carol Walk

Sunday, December 11th

Coffee Mornings

Please send letters, articles and
advertising copy for inclusion in the next
issue to duck@moorpool.com before
the closing dates.

Moor Pool in Bloom
Moor Pool in Bloom will be holding its
annual plant sale on 21st May.
If you have any unusual plants you could
donate, please contact Mike Foster at
pereira114mike@gmail.com.

Missed Rubbish Collections?

The Queen’s Birthday

The council moved to ‘everything on Monday’ in
November last year with mixed success. While the
weekly general rubbish collections seem to have been
timely and efficient, the recycling collections have been
less so: the collection prior to Christmas and the first
two in 2016 were not collected on schedule. At least
that’s been the experience in Margaret Grove. Do not
rely on them to automatically collect the next day. It
will need to be reported. This can be done on-line at:
www.birmingham.gov.uk/missedcollections

The Queen will be 90 on April 21st - the first British
monarch to reach that age. Various national events are
planned through April, May and June.

_______________________________________

_______________________________________

Call from Microsoft?

Local News and Events

Well it’s not. Microsoft would never contact anyone.
Ever tried to get hold of them yourself? It’s a scam
merchant trying to get access to your computer to
compromise it. Put the phone down. Or better still,
thank them profusely and ask if they can hold the line
for a minute. And then leave the phone where it is, go
and make a cup of tea, and see how long they hang on
for. My record is twenty minutes.

Do you have any local news items that may interest
your fellow readers in the next issue of the Duck? Or
perhaps an interesting hobby or some hints and tips
that you wish to share?
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In the past, Moor Pool has often held Street Parties to
celebrate such events. Do you think we should
continue this in 2016?
Give your views to duck@moorpool.com for the next
issue. Particularly if you can volunteer and help
organise an event.

If so, why not write a letter or short article for
inclusion in the next Duck? Please send to
duck@moorpool.com by the next closing date of
March 31st.
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Introducing: Barbara Nomikos & Rachel West
I would like to introduce myself as the new Hall &
Assets Manager for MPHT. This a very exciting time
for the Trust and the community and I am delighted to
be a part of it, to take this unique gem that is Moor
Pool forward! I have met so many lovely people
already that contribute to how unique this hidden oasis
is and its wonderful sense of community alongside it's
historical value. I have come from a heritage and
museum background, from Museum of the Jewellery
Quarter and Aston Hall as well as the National Trust,
as a volunteer at the Back-to-Backs and Birmingham
Conservation Trust so I have a passion and great
understanding of managing historic listed buildings and
their value to the communities around them. I'm very
much looking forward to working with the community
and volunteers to maintain Nettlefold's vision for Moor
Pool as well as increasing public awareness of the
estate's historic importance and maximising use of the
spaces for the benefit of the residents. I will be based at
the main office which is just down the steps on the way
to the Lower Hall, so if anyone is passing by feel free
to pop in for a chat (and cuppa!) to share any ideas or
concerns you have going forward!

I would like to join Barbara in saying how excited I am
to be involved with Moor Pool. I am looking forward
to working on a variety of formal and informal
education projects and to assist in raising awareness of
this unique gem so that it can be preserved for future
generations to enjoy. Before I visited Moor Pool in
September, as part of the Heritage Open Day
celebrations, I had no idea of its existence. I was
captivated immediately by its character, and am very
fortunate to have the opportunity to develop its
educational offer. I have worked in the heritage sector
for thirteen years in a variety of education, community
and curatorial roles, and I am very much looking
forward to utilising these skills for the benefit of Moor
Pool. I know that there are many local people with a
variety of skills and knowledge about the estate and
education in general, and I am very keen that the
education offer that is developed makes full use of your
expertise. I am working with Barbara in the office, so if
you have stories about Moor Pool to share, or ideas for
our education sessions, it would be great to hear from
you.

Also joining me as Education Officer is Rachel West,
who is also from museums and heritage background
and former colleague at Museum of the Jewellery
Quarter.

Moor Pool Hall
Moor Pool Hall is an ideal venue for:
 Music, dance, drama
 Receptions, anniversaries and parties
 Children’s parties
 Skittles and games nights
 Fundraising events
 Conferences, corporate events and
business meetings
 Sales and promotions
For further information, costs and bookings
please ring: 0121-426 2908
email: manager@moorpoolhall.com
www.moorpoolhall.com
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Stay Safe Online
Technology has impacted our lives in many ways:
shopping, banking, communication, entertainment.
Even controlling our heating. But this revolution has
also bought risks. While traditional crime rates drop,
cyber-crime is increasing and it is easy to see why: it
carries far lower in risk for the criminal and offers
greater potential reward, and because it can cross
national boundaries, much more difficult to find and
prosecute the perpetrators.
In future articles I will be covering some of the ways in
which these little rascals try to compromise your
system to line their own pockets, or scam you on the
phone (phishing), but for now I will highlight, a few
common-sense steps you can take to minimise the
risks.
Passwords: Any device, whether PC, tablet or phone,
which has personal information, or has been used to
access sensitive sites such as banking, should be
password protected. Do not use passwords that are
obvious or easy to guess (pets or children’s name or
birthdays), and do not use the same passwords on
multiple sites. Mixtures of upper and lower case letters,
numbers and symbols are the most secure
combinations.
Remembering a multitude of passwords can be
challenging to say the least, but they should not be
written down. There are programs that can be used to
store passwords such as KeePass which uses NSA
standard encryption. While a Windows based
application, there are access apps for Android and
Apple. But don’t forget the master key – even the
authors cannot retrieve the data without it!
Anti-Virus programs are not infallible, but will stop all
but the latest or most determined attack. Ensure that the
database is kept up-to-date and regular scans
scheduled. Most will do this automatically by default.
Many of the industry forerunners offer a free version.
These use the same underlying engine as the paid-for
versions but do not provide support, options are
sometimes limited, and they often nag to upgrade, but
if you can live with these limitations, they will offer
protection as good as a commercial version, so cost is
no excuse for leaving your machine vulnerable.
Examples are AVG, Avira, Avast and Panda which
have all had good technical reviews.
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While Windows based viruses are the most prevalent,
largely because of the larger user base, they are now
appearing for Android and Apple based systems, so
although these are currently less at risk, they are not
immune.
Backup – and then do it again. There is a saying in the
industry: “No backup. No sympathy”.
Some of the nastier viruses going around (ransomware)
can encrypt your data and demand money to release it with no guarantee that this will be done, Government
data in this country and police departments in the States
are among the higher profile victims. The advice of the
FBI is simply to pay up! Other viruses can compromise
your system so badly that reinstalling the operating
system is the only viable option.
Additionally, hard drives can and do fail, to say nothing
of fire and theft. And small devices such as tablets and
phones are even more vulnerable to theft and damage.
It is important to realise that your data – documents, emails, photographs, music, videos and anything else
you keep on your device are of far greater value to you
than the machine itself. I have painted this apocalyptic
scenario to emphasises that, without a backup of your
data, it is at serious risk. Think paranoid!
A backup can be as simple as copying important items
to a thumb drive or an on-line account such as Google
Drive (or both), through programs that can compress
and copy larger folders with music and photos to an
external drive to commercial backup programs that can
take a snapshot image of your computer that can be
seamlessly restored in a single operation.
Whatever method(s) you adopt, it should be done
regularly. How regular will depend on how often your
data changes. For a casual user, once a week may be
sufficient, whereas for a business user, daily backups
are a minimum requirement. As a rule of thumb,
imagine what would happen if you lost all your data
since your last update. If this brings you out in a cold
sweat then you need to increase the frequency. Backups
(preferably more than one) should be stored away from
your machine. Ideally off the premises.
Remember - “No backup. No sympathy”.
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Club & Society News
Moor Pool Reading Group

Circle Cinema

Following our AGM on Thursday 4 February , Anne
Marie introduced Lucinda Riley's The Midnight
Rose. Members had mostly enjoyed this book, which
was readily readable despite its excessive length. The
story is set over and between several generations, and
members thought the episodic structure, quite hard to
achieve without disruption to multiple story-lines,
worked well. However, members were critical of a
number of flaws and absences in the book. Several
commented on failures of authenticity in its historical
and/or cultural characterisations. The characters
were perceived as a bit thin and the plot was seen to be
wildly implausible in places, with some major loose
ends to the narrative that could have been tied up. The
language was not poetic or striking in itself but served
simply to narrate the plot. Members enjoyed a lively
discussion, as usual!

Our initial aim of a first showing in January was
clearly wildly optimistic. The main stumbling block
has been how long it has taken to set up banking
facilities. Having now convinced them we are not
terrorists, drug smugglers or international arms dealers
seeking to launder our ill-gotten gains, we have been
told that we will have our account within days - so, all
being well, we will be open for business by the time
your copy of the Duck drops through the letterbox.

Our next meeting will be on Thursday 28 April, in the
Small Hall at 7.30 when Lindsay will introduce Station
Eleven by Emily St. John Mandel.

Details will be circulated to all those who have already
registered interest and a membership form will be
available on www.cinema.moorpool.com or e-mail:
cinema@moorpool.co.uk.
On a more positive note, we have begged and
borrowed most of the equipment that will initially be
needed. When these are married with what we hope
will be a strong core membership we can look to our
first showing. While naturally very reluctant to put a
date on this, let’s hope for sometime in March.

New members welcome. If you are interested in joining
us, please email triciacusack@gmail.com or just turn
up on the night..

Oceanic Fresh Fish

Moor Pool is fortunate in having a wide variety of
clubs and societies, covering interests ranging from
tennis and skittles to snooker and wildlife.
If you run one of these clubs or societies on the
Moor Pool estate and want to promote it, or let
people know about any special events you’re
planning, please e-mail duck@moorpool.com for
inclusion in the next issue of the Duck.

Please support our local shop
Raj’s shop provides valuable services for the local
community: groceries, newspapers, stamps, dry
cleaning, cash machine and many other essentials.

Family business established 1991

Coming to Moor Pool with a selection
of fresh fish.
Every Tuesday from 4-6pm from 6th October
Mobile van in Ravenhurst Road

Raj supported our efforts to raise money to buy the
community buildings.

Tel: Stuart 07918106209
Email: Stu-Gilbert@sky.com

Please support our local shop in return.
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Moor Pool Heritage Trust Update
Our Hall and Asset Manager, Barbara Nomikos and
our Education Project Officer, Rachel West, have
started work - and if you have not met them, we hope
you do so soon. There is a great deal of work to do.
The Trust, as it acquires various
assets, has to manage and where
possible, improve, all of these.
We have found over the last few
months that considerable
unexpected costs have arisen. For
example, there are two major
tasks we are dealing with in the
Lower Hall: we need to relay the
lovely parquet floor so that we are
able to take full advantage of
letting it to various groups; we
also need to provide a better fire
exit from the skittles alley. Every
step requires listed building consent. Some major
repair work to the floor of one of the flats owned by
the Trust is also in hand.

Path to the Bowling Green
One job has been completed: we have resurfaced the
path alongside the pool from Ravenhurst Road to the
bowling green. Note the original Harborne Tenant’s
manhole covers at the entrance which had to be raised
to be flush with the path surface. Do have a look when
you next have a look at the ducks!

Garages and Allotments
We are working down the garage waiting lists on a firstcome, first-served basis. The eleven refurbished
Spinney garages, and the twelve new garages can only
be leased to residents of the Estate
(but not those in the new housing).
The Builders’ Yard garages may be
leased to anyone and we have
begun some door replacements
here. There are a few vacancies on
the allotments, especially for those
off the Circle/West Pathway. If
you want to rent a garage, or wish
to work an allotment, please
contact Barbara or the Secretary:
ticusack@blueyonder.co.uk,
01214262462

Help
If you have lived on the Estate for at least three years do
join the Trust – we need your input and advice. There is
no cost. We will be planning this year’s AGM soon so
do take part. We have already set up some subcommittees – such as one for the Community Garden
and for the Builders’ Yard – and we will be launching
more over the coming months. If you are able to help in
any way, please get in touch. If you need to contact
Barbara or Rachel phone 01214262908 or email
moorpoolhall@gmail.com or fill in the form on http://
www.moorpoolhall.com/enquiry-form.html.

The MPHT Trustees
Nigel Bartram
Jules Bellingham
Sarah Copley
Igor Cusack (Secretary)
Jill Howes
Adrian Millicheap
Simon Stirling
Rob Sutton (Chair)
_________________

Moor Pool Heritage Trust: www.moorpooltrust.co.uk
Moor Pool Hall: www.moorpoolhall.com
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James Ernest

RB PROPERTY MAINTENANCE

Optometry

For all your home and garden
maintenance and remodelling.

Harborne’s best kept secret

All types of work carried out big or
small.
We offer a complete design and fitting
service or a simple fitting service:
fitted bathrooms / kitchens /
wetrooms / loft conversions /painting /
decorating / windows and doors /
fencing / decking / patios / guttering /
roofing / plus more
FOR YOUR FREE QUOTATION GIVE
US A CALL OR EMAIL

Exclusive Eye wear from only £79.00
Our Services

Rob 07989558855
email rob@rb-maintenance.co.uk
www.rb-maintenance.co.uk

Comprehensive eye examination
Contact lens specialist
Dry eye clinics
Evening Appointments
Spectacle re-glazing service
NHS Patients also welcome

Company

in a ‘no pressure’ environment

Our aim is to be as green as your garden

0121 448 6606
jeoptometry@gmail.com
www.jamesernestoptometry.com/

All aspects of garden maintenance/tree
surgery/landscaping/fencing/hedge
trimming/mowing/weeding/rotovating
ponds. All waste fully recycled.
Call Simon for a free quotation
07928677594

26 The Circle,
Harborne,
Birmingham B17 9DY
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Discounted service available.
Enhanced CRB available
for your peace of mind.
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Harborne Painters & Decorators
High Quality
Interior &
Exterior Work

For a free quote call JIM on
07885 577 985 or 0121-688 2320
jamesleeharrison@hotmail.com

 20 years experience
 Fully insured
 Moorpool resident

www.harbornedecorators.co.uk

Why not advertise your business in the Moor Pool Duck?
The Moor Pool Duck is a local community newsletter serving residents of the Moor Pool estate
in Harborne, described in the Sunday Times (25/1/15) as “the jewel in Harborne’s crown”.
It is published six times a year and delivered to over
500 homes and businesses on the estate and is also
published on line and distributed electronically to a
wider readership.
Prices start at £45.50 pa, covering six issues, for a
quarter page and we can even help you create the
advertisement if you don’t have your own.
If your business could benefit from advertising directly
to this unique catchment area, please contact us at
duck@moorpool.com.
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